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Project: Dutch Blooms
DESIGNER: JANET CARJA BRANDT

For a project on the go, take along this folk art-inspired
embroidered wool mat. It makes a perfect stitch
sampler, too.
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Materials
• 10" square of green felted wool
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

for appliqué foundation and
appliqués
10" square of blue felted wool
for appliqué foundation and
appliqués
4×10" piece of yellow felted
wool for appliqués
6×10" piece of pink felted wool
for appliqués
6" square of red felted wool for
appliqués
Scraps of white, light blue, and
purple felted wool for appliqués
18×22" piece (fat quarter)
of blue print for backing and
binding
81 ⁄ 2 ×111 ⁄4" of lightweight quilt
batting
Freezer paper
Embroidery floss: yellow, pink,
red, green, white, and blue

Finished quilt top: 8 ×10 3⁄4"
All measurements include a 1 ⁄4"
seam allowance. Sew with right
sides together unless otherwise
stated.

Cut the Fabrics

To make the best use of your
fabrics, cut the pieces in the order
that follows. The patterns are on
pages 7–8.
To felt wool, machine-wash it in a
hot-water-wash, cool-rinse cycle
with a small amount of detergent;
machine-dry it on high heat and
steam-press.
To use freezer paper for cutting
the appliqué shapes, complete the
following steps.
1. Lay freezer paper, shiny side

down, over the patterns. With
a pencil, trace each pattern the
number of times indicated. Cut
out the freezer-paper shapes
about 1 ⁄4" from the drawn lines.

2. Using a hot, dry iron, press the

freezer-paper shapes, shiny side
down, onto the right sides of
the designated fabrics; let cool.
Cut out the fabric shapes on the
drawn lines. Peel off the freezer
paper.
From green wool, cut:
• 1—31⁄4 ×81⁄ 2" rectangle for
foundation
• 1 of Pattern A
• 1 of Pattern F
From blue wool, cut:
• 1—81⁄ 2" square for foundation
• 2 of Pattern C
• 8 of Pattern N
From yellow wool, cut:
• 1 each of patterns B and K
• 6 of Pattern N
From pink wool, cut:
• 1 of Pattern E
• 4 of Pattern M
• 11 of Pattern L
• 7 of Pattern N
From red wool, cut:
• 1 each of patterns G and M
• 7 of Pattern L
• 9 of Pattern N
From white wool scraps, cut:
• 1 each of patterns H, I, and J
From light blue wool scrap, cut:
• 2 of Pattern D
From purple wool scrap, cut:
• 1 of Pattern N
From blue print, cut:
• 2—21⁄ 2 ×22" binding strips
• 1—81⁄ 2 ×111⁄4" rectangle for
backing

Assemble the Appliqué
Foundation

Sew together the green wool
31 ⁄4 ×81 ⁄ 2" rectangle and the blue
wool 81 ⁄ 2" square. Steam-press the
seam open to make the appliqué
foundation, which should measure
81 ⁄ 2 ×111 ⁄4", including the seam
allowances.
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Appliqué and Embroider
the Foundation
Use two strands of embroidery
floss for all appliqué stitches.

1. Referring to Diagram 1, position

the green wool A grass piece on
the blue portion of the appliqué
foundation, aligning the bottom
edges; baste in place.
2. Using green embroidery floss,

blanket-stitch the upper edge
of the grass piece to the
foundation.
		 To blanket-stitch, first pull
your needle up at A (BlanketStitch Diagram), form a reverse
L shape with the floss, and hold
the angle of the L shape in place
with your thumb. Then push your
needle down at B and come up at
C to secure the stitch.
3. To reduce bulk, carefully trim the

excess blue wool from behind
the grass.
4. Position the yellow wool B

piece over the grass, aligning
the bottom edges (Appliqué
Placement Diagram); baste.
With yellow embroidery floss,
blanket-stitch the scalloped
edge of the B piece in place.
5. Referring to the Appliqué

Placement Diagram and the
photograph on page 4, arrange
the remaining appliqué pieces on
the appliqué foundation; baste.
6. Using embroidery floss that

matches the appliqué pieces,
blanket-stitch the pink wool E
skirt, red wool G blouse, blue
wool C shoes, white wool H
and I arms, white wool J head,
and yellow wool K hat to the
foundation, working from the
bottom layer to the top.
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7. With yellow embroidery floss,

stitch. Insert your needle down at
chain-stitch the stripes on the
B a third time and come up at E to
pink skirt.
secure the stitch.
		 To chain-stitch, pull your
needle up at A (Chain-Stitch
13. Use yellow embroidery floss to
Diagram), form a U shape with
add French knots to the center of
the floss, and hold the shape
each yellow, pink, blue, red, and
in place with your thumb. Push
purple wool N circle. Use green
your needle down at B, about 1 ⁄ 8"
French knots for the girl’s eyes,
from A, and come up at C.
and a pink French knot for the
girl’s mouth.
8. Using green embroidery floss,
		To make a French knot,
chain-stitch stripes on the
pull your needle up at A (French
blouse sleeves. Referring to the
Know Diagram), the point where
photograph opposite, use pink
the knot is desired. Wrap the
and blue floss to chain-stitch the
floss around your needle two or
decoration on the blouse yoke.
three times without twisting it.
Insert the tip of your needle into
9. With pink embroidery floss,
the fabric at B, 1 ⁄ 16" away from A.
chain-stitch stripes across the
Gently push the wraps down the
light blue D stockings.
needle to meet the fabric. Pull the
needle and trailing floss through
10. Using blue embroidery floss, take
the fabric slowly and smoothly.
several long straight stitches on
the blue wool C shoes (Diagram
14. Referring to the Appliqué
2).
Placement Diagram, use yellow,
pink, or red embroidery floss and
11. With blue embroidery floss,
a running stitch to stitch the red
whipstitch the upper edge of the
wool and pink wool L and M tulips
green wool F apron. Then chainin place.
stitch two rows across the apron
at the girl’s waist.
15. With green embroidery floss,
chain-stitch stems and leaves
12. With pink embroidery floss and a
for the tulips on the yellow wool
closed blanket stitch, stitch the
B piece. With gold embroidery
side and bottom edges of the
floss, chain-stitch the stems and
apron.
swirls connecting the tulips in the
		Make a closed blanket stitch
middle of the appliqué foundation
in the same manner as a blanket
to complete the quilt top.
stitch, but pass each group of
three vertical stitches through
the same hole at the top so they
Complete the Quilt
form a triangle. First pull your
1. Layer the quilt top, batting, and
needle up at A (Closed Blanketbacking.
Stitch Diagram), form a slanted
reverse L shape with the floss,
2. Use the blue print 21 ⁄ 2 ×22"
and hold the angle of the L shape
binding strips to bind the quilt.
in place with your thumb. Then
push your needle down at B and
come up at C to secure the stitch.
Insert your needle at B again
and come up at D to secure the
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APQ April B2005
Dutch Girl
Diagram 2
C. Neubauer 11/22/04
100227452
Blanket Stitch

Diagram 1

APQ April 2005
Dutch Girl
Closed Blanket Stitch
B
C.C Neubauer
11/22/04
A
100227455

C

APQ April 2005
Dutch Girl
French Knot
B C. Neubauer 11/22/
A 100227456

Chain Stitch

B
B
AC D E

Diagram 2

Closed Blanket Stitch

A

French Knot
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Appliqué Placement Diagram
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